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ABSTRACT: With increasing computational power, atmospheric simulations have approached the

gray zone resolutions where energetic turbulent eddies are partly resolved. The representation of

turbulence in the gray zone is challenging and sensitive to the choices of turbulence models and

numerical advection schemes. Some numerical advection schemes are designed with numerical

dissipation to suppress small-scale numerical oscillations. However, at gray zone resolutions, the

numerical dissipation can dampen both numerical and physical oscillations. In this study, we first

evaluate the impact of advection schemes on the simulation of an idealized squall line at two gray

zone resolutions (1 and 4 km). We found that at the 4-km resolution, the implicit numerical dissipa-

tion from advection schemes is excessive because it dampens convective cells across all scales and

weakens the front-to-rear flow, producing insufficient convective precipitation and excessive strat-

iform precipitation. At the 1-km resolution, the numerical dissipation is desired, because without

it, excessive spurious numerical oscillations develop into convections, weakening the large-scale

front-to-rear flow through increased entrainment and mixing. The dynamic reconstruction model

(DRM) of turbulence is designed to model both forward- and backscatter, having the potential to

counter the effect of numerical dissipation from the advection schemes. Previous studies suggest

superior performances of DRM in gray zone simulations for various atmospheric flows. Here, we

show that although DRM can improve the squall line simulation at the 4-km resolution where the

numerical damping is unwanted, it cannot improve squall line simulations at the 1-km resolution

where numerical dissipation is needed.
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SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: This work investigates the effects of numerical mixing arising27

from numerical advection schemes and physical mixing from turbulence schemes on an organized28

deep convective system in the gray zone. The numerical mixing is found to be critical in shaping29

the deep convective system structure and corresponding precipitation distribution. Meanwhile, the30

role of numerical mixing varies with gray zone resolutions. The numerical mixing is necessary31

when it primarily acts on spurious numerical oscillations but unfavorable when it mainly acts on32

physical convections. Turbulence schemes that aim to minimize numerical mixing may trigger33

spurious convections, which, in turn, affect the structure of the organized deep convective system34

via excessive entrainments.35

1. Introduction36

Subgrid-scale (SGS) turbulence mixing is important for convection-permitting simulations be-37

cause of its vital role in transporting momentum, heat, and other scalars (Honnert et al. 2020).38

With increasing computational power, grid resolutions have reached the kilometer scale, which39

is in the gray zone for convection ((Chow et al. 2019). In the mesoscale simulations at resolu-40

tions far coarser than the kilometer scale, the subgrid turbulence mixing is parameterized using41

one-dimensional planetary boundary layer (PBL) schemes under the assumption that turbulence42

is unresolved (Chow et al. 2019; Shi et al. 2019). In large eddy simulations (LES) with grid43

spacing far smaller than the kilometer scale, the subgrid turbulence mixing is parameterized us-44

ing three-dimensional turbulence closure models under the assumption that the energy-containing45

eddies are resolved (Shi et al. 2019). However, neither of those assumptions fit in the gray zone46

simulations where the energy-containing eddies are partly resolved. The challenge in gray zone47

simulations is confronted at two main directions, either through improving the PBL schemes (e.g.,48

Shin and Hong 2015) or adapting the LES turbulence models (e.g., Parodi and Tanelli 2010). The49

direction of implementing LES-type closure has demonstrated superior performance compared to50

PBL schemes (Chow et al. 2019).51

In addition to the explicit mixing due to subgrid turbulence schemes, the implicit mixing (i.e.,52

numerical dissipation and dissipation) due to numerical advection schemes is also of significant53

importance in gray zone simulations (Beare 2014). Previous research suggests that numerical54

dissipation affects convective cells more than the explicit mixing from subgrid turbulence scheme in55
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gray zone resolutions of squall lines simulations (Weisman et al. 1997). The numerical dissipation56

of advection schemes is due to the truncation errors that are formulated as a diffusive operator57

(Durran 2010). In numerical simulations, numerical dissipation has a critical role in damping58

spurious numerical oscillations that are often caused by computing the high-order approximations59

using the grid points near the sharp gradient (Borges et al. 2008). Sharp gradients are ubiquitous60

in atmospheric simulations, such as the thermodynamic processes associated with the moisture,61

temperature discontinuity (Wang et al. 2021).62

Advection schemes are categorized as odd-order or even-order based on the type of difference63

approximation used for the spatial derivatives. Even-order schemes use central differencing ap-64

proximations, while odd-order schemes typically use upwind approximations (Kusaka et al. 2005).65

Different from odd-order scheme, which has inherent numerical dissipation, even-order schemes66

have no numerical dissipation (Durran 2010). Without numerical dissipation, spurious numerical67

oscillations may develop into grid-scale convections. As a result, an even-order advection scheme68

typically needs an extra artificial dissipation term with coefficients that are specified empirically69

(Durran 2010; Xue 2000). The odd-order schemes, such as the fifth-order advection scheme70

(hereafter ODD5) and the fifth-order Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory (WENO5) scheme, are71

popularly used schemes in atmospheric models such as WRF (Skamarock et al. 2008) and Cloud72

Model 1 (Bryan and Fritsch 2002), probably because they are in the balance of computational73

efficiency and accuracy. In addition, there is no need to specify an extra numerical dissipation term74

needed in the even order scheme. Compared with ODD5, the WENO5 is often viewed as a more75

advanced advection scheme, which gives non-oscillatory solutions by increasing the numerical76

dissipation near the sharp gradient (Jiang and Shu 1996; Pressel et al. 2015). It has been shown77

that the increased implicit numerical dissipation of the WENO5 scheme is beneficial in dampening78

the grid scale erroneous convections and reducing spurious numerical oscillations (Pressel et al.79

2015; Bryan 2005). The WENO schemes are also recommended in coarser resolution simulations80

because fewer numerical oscillations are induced (Pressel et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2021).81

Nonetheless, the numerical dissipation of advection schemes is not always beneficial. For ex-82

ample, the numerical dissipation from the WENO scheme has been found to suppress the energy83

cascade in turbulence-resolving simulations and subsequently leads to unsatisfactory predictions84

of turbulence characteristics (Wang et al. 2021). Different from the mixing due to subgrid turbu-85
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lence schemes, which are physically based, the numerical dissipation acts on small-scale motions86

indiscriminately (Takemi and Rotunno 2003). Not only the unphysical, spurious numerical oscilla-87

tions but also physical, realistic perturbations related to the instability growth are impacted by the88

numerical dissipation. In the gray zone simulations where grid size is close to the scale of energy-89

containing eddies (Chow et al. 2019), the numerical dissipation from the advection scheme may90

consume energy-containing eddies. Weisman et al. (1997) have found that increased numerical91

dissipation smooths the convective cells in squall simulations. However, the impact of numerical92

dissipation from advection schemes on the overall structure of squall lines has not been evaluated93

in gray zone resolutions. The first aim of this study is to evaluate the impact of numerical advection94

schemes on gray zone simulations of squall lines. In addition, we ask how the numerical diffusion95

in advection schemes can affect the squall line organization and precipitation distribution.96

Traditional turbulence closure models are dissipative, in which the momentum or scalar can only97

be transferred from larger (resolved) scales to smaller (subgrid) scales (Chow et al. 2019). This98

assumption is acceptable at LES resolutions where subgrid scale motions are within the inertial99

subrange and mostly dissipative (e.g., Honnert et al. 2020; Sun et al. 2021). In the gray zone, the100

subgrid-scale motions are not dissipative. By filtering the high-resolution LES to the gray zone101

resolutions, previous research has found a significant amount of backscatter of momentum in the102

gray zone simulation of squall lines (Lai and Waite 2020) and supercells (Sun et al. 2021).103

Subgrid mixing models that allow backscatter have been advocated in the gray zone simulations104

(Chow et al. 2019). The dynamic reconstruction model (DRM) is one of such models that allows105

backscattering. It uses an explicit filtering and reconstruction framework to reduce numerical106

error from the grid discretization (Gullbrand and Chow 2003), which enhances the fidelity of the107

resolved field (Chow et al. 2005). Previous research has found the DRM has significantly improved108

the turbulent motion in neutral boundary layers (Chow et al. 2005), convective boundary layer109

(Simon et al. 2019), stratocumulus-capped boundary layer (Shi et al. 2018a,b), and deep tropical110

convection (Shi et al. 2019). The dependence on grid resolution in the gray zone simulation has111

been significantly reduced. In addition, the DRM can better simulate deep tropical convection112

in 1-km resolution simulations regarding domain-wide characteristics such as the domain-wide113

precipitation amount, the distribution of clouds, and vertical fluxes (Shi et al. 2019). However, the114
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impact of DRM on organized deep convective systems has not been assessed. The second aim is115

to evaluate the performance of DRM in simulating the squall line.116

This paper will detail the numerical model, different turbulence schemes and advection schemes117

in Section 2. Section 3 describes the results of the benchmark simulation. The impacts of118

implicit (inherently from odd-order scheme) and explicit numerical dissipation (used with even-119

order scheme) on squall line simulations are explored in Section 4 and Section 5 respectively. The120

performance of DRM is evaluated in Section 6. Section 7 summarizes and gives conclusions.121

2. Method122

a. Turbulence closure schemes123

In large eddy simulations, turbulence closure is used to model subgrid motions. The grid mesh124

separates the subgrid-scale motion and the motion larger than the grid. However, due to the grid125

discretization and the discrete differentiation operation, only the motions larger than the model’s126

effective resolution (larger than �G) can be resolved (Chow et al. 2005). The turbulent motions are127

divided into resolved and subfilter scale (SFS). The modeling of SFS turbulence differs between128

closure models (Shi et al. 2018b). In this study, we mainly compare two closure models. One129

is a traditional LES closure, 1.5-order Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) scheme (Moeng 1984;130

Deardorff 1980), with no backscattering allowed. The other is the DRM (Chow et al. 2005), which131

permits the backscatter.132

1) 1.5 ����� TKE �����133

The 1.5-order TKE model is a traditional LES closure with the eddy viscosity-based form134

((Deardorff 1980)). The SFS momentum flux is formulated as,135

g8 9 = �2 <(8 9 , (1)

where  < is is the eddy viscosity and (8 9 is the resolved turbulent strain tensor. The SFS scalar136

flux is similarly formulated as,137

g8 9 = � ⌘
m\

mG 9
, (2)
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where  ⌘ is the eddy diffusivity and \ represents a scalar variable. The  ⌘ and  < are determined138

by the SFS TKE (for details, see Eqs. (7) and (8) in Shi et al. (2018b)) that are predicted by a139

prognostic equation (Moeng 1984). The key assumption of this closure method is that the resolved140

turbulence generates downgradient fluxes and transfers their energy and scalar variance to smaller141

turbulences.142

2) D������ R������������� M����143

DRM is a more advanced turbulence closure model that partitions the SFS fluxes into resolvable144

subfilter-scale (RSFS) and subgrid-scale (SGS) components. The RSFS refers to the turbulent145

motion scales larger than the explicit filter but smaller than the effective resolution (Chow et al.146

2005). The turbulent motions in the RSFS are partly resolved and able to produce counter-gradient147

fluxes in gray zone simulations (Chow et al. 2005). In the traditional LES closure, the SFS and148

resolved motions are divided through the implicit filter, which can differ for each term in equations,149

making the reconstruction of RSFS impossible (Chow et al. 2005). In contrast, the DRM defines150

and applies an explicit filter enabling the reconstruction of RSFS. The approximate deconvolution151

method is employed to reconstruct the RSFS stress (Stolz and Adams 1999). The velocity field is152

constructed by the following equation,153

D̃⇤ = D̃8 + (I �G) ⇤ D̃8 + (I �G) ⇤
⇥
(I �G) ⇤ D̃8

⇤
+ . . . , (3)

where G is an explicit filter, I is the identity operator, the grid discretization is represented154

by the tilde sign, and the effect of the explicit filter is represented by the overbar sign. The155

reconstruction order is featured by the number of terms used on the right side of the equation. The156

reconstruction of the =th order maintains the initial =+ 1 terms on the right-hand side. A higher157

order of reconstruction allows the velocity field to be better reconstructed (Simon et al. 2019).158

However, the DRM shows diminishing improvement with increased order (Shi et al. 2018b). The159

high order of reconstruction in the gray zone involves the use of more grid cells for reconstruction160

and may introduce spurious mixing (Shi et al. 2018b). Here, we consider order two and order zero161

reconstruction, referred to as DRM0 and DRM2 hereafter. DRM2 is expected to have larger RSFS162

contributions than DRM0 due to the higher level of reconstruction. The SFS stress in DRM is163
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formulated as,164

g8 9 = �2 <(̄8 9 +
⇣
D̃⇤8 D̃

⇤
9 � D̃⇤8 D̃⇤9

⌘
(4)

and the SFS flux is formulated as,165

g\ 9 = � ⌘
m\̄

mG8
+
⇣
\̃⇤D̃⇤9 � \̃⇤D̃⇤9

⌘
(5)

where D and \ represent velocities and a scalar variable respectively, and the star denotes recon-166

structed variables. The eddy viscosity coefficient  < is calculated using a dynamic eddy-viscosity167

procedure described in Chow et al. (2005) who adopted the method developed by Wong and168

Lilly (1994). The eddy diffusivity  < is calculated simply by specifying a Prandtl number (%A),169

 ⌘ =  </%A , where the %A is 1/3.170

b. Advection schemes171

Considering the advection equation in the one dimension, the tendency of a variable q in CM1172

is computed as:173

m (q)
mC

= �m (*q)
mG

, (6a)
174

�m (*q)
mG

����
G=G8

= � 1
�G

⇣
*8+ 1

2
q8+ 1

2
�*8� 1

2
q8� 1

2

⌘
= � 1

�G

⇣
�8+ 1

2
��8� 1

2

⌘
, (6b)

where the �8 is the flux at the grid 8,* is the wind speed. The Arakawa-C staggered grid (Arakawa175

and Lamb 1977) is the only grid system considered in this study.176

1) T�� ���-����� ������177

The six-order advection scheme uses centered six-order differencing. The q8�1/2 is approximated178

with six filtered grid values,179

q6C⌘
8� 1

2
=

1
60

�
q8�3 �8q8�2 +37q8�1 +37q8 �8q8+1 +q8+2

�
. (7)

The centered difference scheme has no numerical dissipation, which is therefore prone to numerical180

instabilities and spurious numerical oscillations (Pressel et al. 2015). An additional explicit artificial181
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dissipation term is often added to the centered advection scheme to remove the shortest waves and182

long waves are relatively uninfluenced (Durran 2010).183

2) T�� �����-����� ������184

Different from the six-order scheme, the fifth-order scheme has implicit numerical dissipation.185

The q8� 1
2

of fifth order is computed as (Wicker and Skamarock 2002),186

q5C⌘
8� 1

2
=

1
60

�
2q8�3 �13q8�2 +47q8�1 +27q8 �3q8+1

�
. (8)

Indeed, the q8� 1
2

of the fifth order is equivalent to the sum of q8� 1
2
of sixth order and a six-order187

dissipation term (Wicker and Skamarock 2002):188

q5C⌘
8� 1

2
= q6C⌘

8� 1
2
+ 1

60
�
q8�3 �5q8�2 +10q8�1 �10q8 +5q8+1 �q8+2

�
. (9)

3) T�� �����-����� WENO ������189

The fifth-order WENO scheme improves the fifth-order advection scheme near the sharp gradient190

(Jiang and Shu 1996). It can achieve non-oscillatory near the sharp gradient. In the fifth-order191

scheme, the five grid points can be separated into three stencils. The q8� 1
2

can approximated by192

each stencil ( (Jiang and Shu 1996),193

q((=0)
8� 1

2
=

1
6
�
2 q8�3 �7q8�2 � q8�1

�
, (10a)

194

q((=1)
8� 1

2
=

1
6
�
�q8�2 +5q8�1 +2 q8

�
, (10b)

195

q((=2)
8� 1

2
=

1
6
�
2q8�1 +5q8 � q8+1

�
. (10c)

The linear combination of the three stencils gives the fifth-order approximation,196

q8� 1
2
= F0q

((=0)
8� 1

2
+F1q

((=1)
8� 1

2
+ F2q

((=2)
8� 1

2
, (11)

which is the same as Eq. 8 when F0 = 1/10, F1 = 3/5, and F2 = 1/10. The WENO scheme197

maintains fifth-order accuracy in the smooth region and non-oscillatory near the sharp gradient198
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by assigning nonlinear weights to each stencil based on a smoothness indicator (Jiang and Shu199

1996). When a stencil encounters a sharp gradient, the stencil will be assigned to a smaller weight.200

This weighting strategy leads to a smoothing effect near the sharp gradient and can suppress the201

generation of numerical oscillations. CM1 applies an improved version called WENO-Z (Borges202

et al. 2008). The details of the smoothness indicator are documented in Borges et al. (2008).203

c. Numerical models and setup204

The model used is the Cloud Model 1, a state-of-the-art atmospheric model that can solve the205

non-hydrostatic, compressible equations of the moist atmosphere (Bryan and Fritsch 2002). In206

this study, we use three different horizontal grid spacings: 200 m, 1 km, and 4 km. The domain207

dimension is 96 km (. ) ⇥ 640 km (-) ⇥ 25km (/) for 200-m and 1-km resolution simulations.208

For the squall line simulations, the 200-m grid resolution is typically within the LES resolutions209

where the inertial subrange can be resolved (Bryan and Morrison 2012; Bryan et al. 2003; Lai and210

Waite 2020). The 1 and 4 km grid spaces are within the gray zone resolutions of the squall line211

simulation. The mesoscale structures of squall lines are resolved in the 1 km and 4 km simulations,212

but the energy peak is not resolved, and substantial subgrid turbulence kinetic energy exists in213

these resolutions (Weisman et al. 1997; Bryan et al. 2003). For the 4-km resolution simulations,214

we enlarge the domain with the size of 240 km (. ) ⇥ 640 km (-) ⇥ 25 km (/). Domains of all215

simulations in this study are not translated. A Rayleigh damper is applied at vertical levels above216

20 km. The vertical grid size for 1 km and 4 km simulations stretches from 100 m at low levels to217

500 m at high levels. For 200 m simulations, the grid size stretches from 50 m at low levels to 100218

m at high levels. The results presented in this study are not sensitive to the vertical grid spacings.219

A periodic boundary condition is used in the . direction, while an open boundary is used in the -220

direction. The microphysics scheme is the Morrison scheme (Morrison et al. 2009).221

The model is integrated up to 6 hours when the squall-line cold outflow boundary is still within222

the computational domain. Following Lai and Waite (2020), the input wind profile (Fig. 1) is based223

on a classic weak shear case (Weisman and Rotunno 2004) but subtracting a mean wind speed of224

10 m/s from the original weak shear wind profile. This is to ensure that the simulated squall lines225

are far away from the open boundary during the simulation period. The other sounding profiles are226

the same as the profiles used in Weisman and Rotunno (2004). The squall line is initiated using a227
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2-km-deep cold pool where the maximum potential temperature perturbation is set at the surface228

with -8 K. The initiated cold pool is infinite in the . direction and extends 80 km from the left229

boundary (in the - direction). Random temperature perturbations are added to the lowest levels to230

allow the generation of three-dimensional perturbations along the squall line. In the simulations,231

after the model’s spin-up, the domain-wide rain rate of the simulations gradually levels off. The232

last two hours are viewed as a steady-state period and used for steady-state analysis.233

F��. 1. Vertical profile of* and \.

Numerical dissipation comes from both temporal and spatial grid discretization. For the time234

integration, all simulations use the same split-explicit Runge-Kutta scheme (Wicker and Skamarock235

2002). For the spatial discretization, the simple fifth-order scheme (ODD5), fifth-order WENO236

scheme (WENO5), and centered sixth-order scheme (EVEN6) are used. This study adds no explicit237

dissipation for WENO5 and ODD5 because of implicit numerical dissipation in the schemes238

themselves. The vertical and horizontal directions are applied with the same advection scheme for239

each experiment. For the WENO5, it is applied to both scalar and momentum advection.240

In CM1, the six-order explicit artificial dissipation is applied with the EVEN6 scheme. The244

corresponding equation is formulated as, mq/mC = ( +Ur6q, where the U is the dissipation co-245

efficient and S represents tendency due to the other terms including advection. The U is further246

determined by a dissipation parameter V, U = 2�6�C�1?�1V, where �C represents the time step and247
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Experiment Name Advection Scheme SGS Model Grid Spacing �G Dissipation Parameter V

WENO5+TKE Fifth-Order WENO TKE-1.5 0.2, 1, 4 km N/A

ODD5+TKE Fifth-Order TKE-1.5 0.2, 1, 4 km N/A

EVEN6(V)+TKE Six-Order TKE-1.5 0.2, 1, 4 km 0, 0.02 - 0.24

WENO5+DRM0 Fifth-Order WENO Zero Order DRM 1, 4 km N/A

WENO5+DRM2 Fifth-Order WENO Second Order DRM 1, 4 km N/A

ODD5+DRM0 Fifth-Order Zero Order DRM 1, 4 km N/A

ODD5+DRM2 Fifth-Order Second Order DRM 1, 4 km N/A

T���� 1. The numerical simulations conducted in this study. The name EVEN6(V)+TKE suggests the
six-order advection scheme with an artificial dissipation parameter V, and TKE-1.5 as the subgrid turbulence
model. Other names follow the same format.

241

242

243

? represents the number of passes of the diffusion scheme (Knievel et al. 2007). The recommended248

dissipation parameter V for six-order dissipation ranges from 0.02 to 0.24. We also consider V = 0249

case, in which no explicit dissipation is applied. In addition, this study uses a simple flux-limited250

monotonic diffusion scheme (Xue 2000).251

The numerical simulations conducted in this study are listed in Table 1. Firstly, we evaluate the252

impact of implicit numerical dissipation in the WENO5 and ODD5 on the squall line simulation.253

Secondly, the impact of numerical dissipation on the squall line structure is further investigated254

using EVEN6 with various degrees of artificial dissipation. Lastly, the DRMs, in replacement of255

TKE, are evaluated with different advection schemes.256

3. Benchmark Simulation257

In squall line simulations, the 200-m grid size falls within the LES resolutions. In this study,258

the 200-m resolution simulation using the WENO5 advection scheme and TKE turbulence scheme259

is employed as the benchmark simulation. The squall line at the end of the simulation (at the 6th260

hour) using the WENO5 is shown in Fig. 2a. Consistent with previous studies (e.g., Rotunno261

et al. 1988), the simulation captures the upshear-tilted squall line structure characterized by the262

upshear-tilted convective clouds and well-developed anvil clouds. The steady-state precipitation263

distribution in the cross-squall line direction is shown in Fig. 3. The leading edge of the cold pool264

is normalized to the same location before averaging over the steady-state period. The benchmark265

simulation (black solid line in Fig. 3a) shows strong convective precipitation reaching around 49266
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mm/ hour but very weak precipitation in the stratiform region. The peak of the precipitation is267

located at 24.6 km behind the gust front. The 200-m resolution simulations are less sensitive to the268

numerical advection schemes used. The 200-m ODD5+TKE, 200-m EVEN6(0.04)+TKE and our269

200-m WENO5+TKE benchmark simulations show converged signs including similar squall line270

structure (2b, d, f) and steady-state precipitation distribution (Fig. 3). In addition, the simulated271

squall lines propagate to nearly the same location at the end of the simulation (Figs. 2), suggesting272

similar moving speeds. The 200-m simulations are also not sensitive to the turbulence schemes273

used (figures not shown).274

F��. 2. Instantaneous fields (at 6th hour) of 200-m resolution simulations using WENO5 (a, b), ODD5
(c, d), and EVEN6(0.04) (e, f). The (a), (c), and (e) shows instantaneous rain rate (mm/ hour) (shaded) and
cold pool location (black solid line). The (b), (d), and (f) show the line-averaged (y) vertical velocity F (m/s)
(shaded), cloud boundaries (black dotted contour lines of 1⇥10�4 mixing ratio of cloud water and ice @8+@2),
the instantaneous precipitation distribution (black solid lines, with the axis on the right). All simulations use
TKE as the turbulence model.

275

276

277

278

279

280
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F��. 3. The line-averaged (y) squall line steady-state rain rate distribution. The leading edge of the cold pool
is normalized to the same location before averaging over the steady-state period. The leading edge of the cold
pool is at 0 km. a) Simulations with resolution �G = 200 m, 1 km, 4 km, using WENO5 (solid lines) and ODD5
(dashed lines) as the advection schemes. b) 4-km resolution simulations, and the EVEN6 as advection scheme
with the artificial dissipation parameter V = 0, 0.02, 0.04, and 0.08. c) 200-m resolution simulations, and the
EVEN6 as advection scheme with V = 0, 0.02, and 0.24. d) Simulations with resolution 200 m, and the EVEN6
as advection scheme with V = 0, 0.02, 0.04, 0.08, and 0.24. All simulations use TKE as the turbulence model.

281

282

283

284

285

286

287

4. Impact of Implicit dissipation288

The ODD5 and WENO5 are popular advection schemes in which the numerical dissipation is289

implicit. In the 200-m LES resolution simulations, the simulated squall lines are less sensitive to290

the two schemes. In this section, we evaluate the impact of the two advection schemes on squall291
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line simulations at two gray zone resolutions, 1 km and 4 km. The turbulence model employed in292

this section is the TKE scheme.293

In the 1-km resolution, the ODD5 simulation shows a similar squall line structure (Fig. 4)294

and precipitation distribution (Fig. 3a) with the WENO5 simulation. However, in the 4-km295

resolution, the ODD5 simulation shows significantly stronger convective precipitation and weaker296

stratiform precipitation than the WENO5 simulation (Figs. 3a, 4). In addition, the 4-km ODD5297

simulation shows much stronger vertical velocities than the 4-km WENO5 simulation (Figs. 4d, h298

and supplementary Fig. S1). Different from WENO5, where the numerical dissipation is enhanced299

near the sharp gradient to ensure non-oscillatory solutions, ODD5 has lower numerical dissipation300

near the sharp gradient. These results suggest that 1) the enhanced numerical dissipation near sharp301

gradients can affect convective updrafts, squall line structures, and the precipitation distribution,302

and 2) the impact of numerical dissipation on squall lines simulation intensifies with grid size.303

The strength of convective updrafts in the leading edge of cold pools indeed modulates the squall304

line structure and the corresponding precipitation distribution. Comparing the 4-km WENO5305

simulation with the 200m WENO5 benchmark simulation, the 4-km WENO5 simulation simulates306

trailing stratiform clouds that are more concentrated at lower levels(Figs 2a, 4d), This is because307

the vertical motions in the 4-km simulation are much weaker leading to a weaker ascending front-308

to-rear flow. This weaker ascending front-to-rear flow is not strong enough to bring lower-level309

moisture to reach high levels and condenses a greater portion of water at much lower heights.310

Therefore, the trailing stratiform cloud is developed at relatively low levels. Since the precipita-311

tion particles would fall from much lower heights, the decreased exposure time for evaporation312

increases the precipitation particles reaching the surface and, therefore, increases precipitation in313

the trailing stratiform region. Correspondingly, the precipitation distribution of the 4-km WENO5314

simulation shows much weaker convective precipitation but stronger stratiform precipitation (Fig.315

3a). Meanwhile, the precipitation peak for 4-km WENO5 simulation is shifted to a location far (35316

km) behind the gust front.317

The precipitation distribution of 1-km WENO5 (ODD5) simulation is in an intermediary position318

between 200-m and 4-km WENO5 (ODD5) simulation. This is because the convective updrafts319

weaken with grid resolutions (supplementary Fig. S1). Bryan (2012) found convective activities320

exhibit the greatest intensity at the 1-km resolution, surpassing both the 250-m and 4-km grid321
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resolutions. This inconsistency is probably caused by the different initial sounding profiles used,322

as argued by Lai and Waite (2020). Of note, previous discussions attribute the stronger convective323

activities in 1-km resolution when compared with 4-km resolution to the enhancement of non-324

hydrostatic processes (Weisman et al. 1997; Bryan 2012). In this study, we show that the increased325

numerical dissipation also contributes to this weakening through numerical dampening of physical326

convective updrafts.327

F��. 4. Same as Fig. 2, except shows instantaneous fields (at 6th hour) of simulations 1-km WENO5+TKE (a,
b), 4-km WENO5+TKE (c, d), 1-km ODD5+TKE (e, f), 4-km ODD5+TKE (g, h).
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5. Impact of Explicit Dissipation328

The comparison of the WENO5 and ODD5 scheme suggests that the degree of numerical dissi-329

pation can significantly impact the simulated squall line structure and corresponding precipitation330

distribution at the resolution of 4 km, but not at the 1 km and 200 m resolutions. It is therefore331

important to evaluate the impact of numerical dissipation on the squall line at different resolutions.332

However, the numerical dissipation in WENO5 and ODD5 is implicit and hard to quantify. In333

this section, the centered scheme (EVEN6) in which the numerical dissipation can be controlled334

by varying explicit artificial dissipation is employed. Here, we will show simulation results in the335

order of 4 km, 200 m, and 1 km resolution.336

a. 4-km resolution simulations337

The simulation results of EVEN6 scheme with artificial dissipation parameter V =338

0,0.02,0.04,0.08,0.24 are shown in Fig. 5. Consistent with previous studies (Weisman et al.339

1997), the convective cell size increases with the degree of numerical dissipation (Fig. 5). In addi-340

tion, the increasing artificial numerical dissipation increasingly slows the squall line development341

(Fig. 5). For the V = 0.24 case, the squall line is too slow to evolve into the steady state (Fig. 5e, j).342

We exclude the V = 0.24 case in the following analysis. The numerical dissipation also impacts the343

overall squall line structure. Similar to the WENO5, the EVEN6 schemes with non-zero explicit344

dissipation show relatively low stratiform clouds, weak precipitation in the convective region, and345

stronger precipitation in the stratiform region (Figs. 4d and 5g, h, i). In contrast, for the V = 0 (here-346

after, no-dissipation) case, the squall line has shown significantly stronger precipitation near the347

convective region and weak precipitation in the trailing stratiform region (Fig. 3b). The dynamics348

of the convective region are closely tied to the trailing stratiform region. In the no-dissipation case,349

the updrafts are much stronger than other schemes with implicit (ODD5 and WENO5) or explicit350

dissipation, further modulating the precipitation in the convective and stratiform regions. For the351

convective region, the stronger velocities enable deep convective clouds to form and create strong352

precipitation in the convective region. For the stratiform region, the stronger vertical velocities353

of convective updrafts enable the trailing stratiform cloud to form at higher levels. Therefore, the354

precipitation in the stratiform region is greatly reduced.355
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F��. 5. The 4-km simulations using EVEN6 advection schemes with artificial dissipation parameter V = 0 (a,
f), 0.02 (b, g), 0.04 (c, h), 0.24 (d, i), 0.24 (e, j). All simulations use TKE as the turbulence model. The (a), (b),
(c), (d), and (e) show the horizontal slice of vertical velocity at 5 km height. The (f), (g), (h), (i), and (j) show the
line-averaged (. ) averaged instantaneous fields. The 1⇥10�4 mixing ratio of cloud water and ice (@8+@2) black
dotted contour lines show the cloud boundaries. The black solid line shows the mean precipitation distribution
along the squall line with the axis on the right. The shading shows line-averaged vertical velocities F (m/s).
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The effects of numerical dissipation from the advection scheme are further illustrated by the367

vertical velocity spectra (Fig. 6a). The computation of the spectra follows methods used in368

Bryan (2005). According to Skamarock (2004), the optimal spectrum at a coarse resolution would369

correspond to the high-resolution spectra up to the Nyquist limit of the grid. The 200-m resolution370

WENO5 simulation spectrum is used as the benchmark spectrum. In the along-squall-line direction,371

the no-dissipation case has shown slightly enhanced turbulent energy than the benchmark (Fig.372

6a). Other simulations using advection schemes that have implicit or explicit numerical dissipation373

show weaker energy across all scales. In the cross-squall-line direction, the no-dissipation case374

shows even better agreement with the benchmark spectrum, except for slight energy build-up at375

scales close to the Nyquist limit of 8 km (Supplementary Fig. S2). Similarly, the energy is weaker376

across all scales in the schemes with numerical dissipation.

F��. 6. One-dimensional vertical velocity (along squall line direction, at 5 km above the surface) spectra
of simulations with grid resolutions of (a) 4-km, (b) 1-km, and (c) 200-m. The simulations use the EVEN6
schemes with varying artificial dissipation parameters V. The spectrum of the 200-m WENO+TKE benchmark
simulation is plotted for reference. The black dashed line indicates a :� 5

3 spectrum. The vertical black dotted
line indicates the empirical numerical dissipation scale (_3)
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The numerical dissipation from the advection scheme cannot differentiate between the physical378

modes and computational noise. Small-scale perturbations are indiscriminately dampened. In379

the 4-km simulations, the numerical dissipation dampens physical convective cells significantly380

and further affects the squall line structure. In contrast, the no-dissipation case is arguably381

better in simulating strong convective precipitation, high-level trailing stratiform clouds, and weak382

precipitation in the stratiform region, because little dampening is imposed on the convective383
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updrafts. Of note, undamped numerical oscillations may also contribute to stronger convective384

activity in no-dissipation simulations. It is difficult to quantify the individual contributions to385

the stronger convection. However, we believe that the contribution from undamped numerical386

oscillations is small because little grid-scale convections is visually observed in the simulation387

field (Fig. 5a). The presence of some spurious numerical oscillations is expected due to the388

smoothing of sharp gradients with a fairly coarse grid.389

b. 200-m resolution simulations390

The simulation results of EVEN6 scheme with artificial dissipation parameter V = 0.02, 0.24 are391

shown in Fig. 7. The impact of the explicit numerical dissipation decreases with increasing grid392

resolution. This is consistent with the speculation brought by Bryan et al. (2006) that the impact of393

numerical dissipation should decrease with the increasing resolution because the dissipation will394

not act directly on the scale of convective cells at high-resolution simulations. The dominant scale395

of convective cells can be indicated by the wavelength of the energy spectrum peak _? (Fig. 6).396

The empirical numerical dissipation scale (_3) for sixth-order dissipation is 6�G (Durran 2010).397

The _? in the along-squall-line direction is 4 km which is larger than the dissipation scale _3 of398

1.2 km indicated by the vertical black line in Fig. 6c. Therefore, the numerical dissipation from399

the advection scheme can hardly dampen the dominant convective cells.400

In the 200-m resolution simulations, numerical dissipation is necessary. Without the explicitly401

added numerical dissipation, significant spurious numerical induced convections are generated (Fig.402

7a). Different from the 4 km simulations, the no-dissipation case in the 200-m simulation shows403

trailing clouds concentrated at low height levels, underestimated precipitation in the convective404

region and overestimated precipitation in the trailing region (Figs. 3c, 7d). Previous studies405

(e.g., Bryan 2005; Takemi and Rotunno 2003) find the spurious numerical oscillations can lead406

to spurious unphysical updraft patterns in the squall line simulations. The presence of moist407

absolutely unstable layers in the squall line environment amplifies the numerical oscillations and408

leads to spurious updrafts (Bryan 2005). However, the spurious updrafts are much less than the no-409

dissipation case presented here because the advection schemes used in their studies have implicit410

or explicit dissipation. To our knowledge, the impact of numerical oscillations on the general411

characteristics of squall lines has not been investigated.412
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F��. 7. Same as Fig. 5 except shows the 200 m simulations using EVEN6 advection schemes with the artificial
dissipation parameter V =(a, d), 0.02 (b, e), 0.24 (c, f)

Here, we show that very spurious numerical oscillations can weaken convective updrafts through413

increased entrainment and subsequently affect the squall line structure. To investigate the impact414

of numerical oscillations, passive tracers with a mixing ratio of 1 kg/kg are included and released415

at the lowest 3 km. For simplicity, we compare EVEN6(0.02)+TKE with the no-dissipation416

EVEN6(0)+TKE simulation. The mean tracer mixing ratio in the cross-squall-line direction is417

shown in Fig. 8. Both simulations show a maximum tracer mixing ratio near the tropopause.418

This is because the tracers are transported from low to higher levels by convective updrafts but are419

forced to accumulate near the cloud top by the strong atmospheric stability.420

At the 4-5 km height levels, the no-dissipation simulation shows higher mean tracer mixing ratios,421

compared with the EVEN6(0.02) scheme (Fig. 8). However, the frequencies of high tracer mixing422

ratios (@C > 0.8 kg/kg) for all positive vertical velocities are much smaller in the no-dissipation423

simulation (Figs. 9a, b). This suggests more diluted convective cores in the no-dissipation424

simulation at the heights of 4-5 km. The marginal plots in the top and right of Fig. 9 show425
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F��. 8. Line-averaged (y) averaged passive tracer mixing ratio for simulations of a) 200-m EVEN6(0)+TKE
and b) 200-m EVEN6(0.02)+TKE

the probability distribution of vertical velocities F and tracer mixing ratios @C respectively. The426

no-dissipation simulation also has higher frequencies of F between 1- 6 m/s, but lower frequencies427

of F above 6 m/s, indicating the convective activities are more sporadic and disorganized without428

sufficient numerical dissipation.429

At the 8-9 km height levels, compared with the EVEN6(0.02), the no-dissipation simulation430

shows a lower mean @C (Fig. 8). The probability of F > 2 m/s is lower in the no-dissipation431

simulation, suggesting that the sporadic convective updrafts are less likely to reach the 8-9 km432

height levels. Correspondingly, the joint probability of F and @C are more compactly distributed433

(Figs. 9c, d). Although the tracer concentration is higher in the no-dissipation simulation at 4-5434

km heights, the tracer cannot be effectively transported upward by the sporadic convective updraft.435

Therefore, the tracer’s concentration is higher in EVEN6(0.02) at 8-9 km heights.436

In the no-dissipation simulation, the sporadic nature of numerical errors leads to the sporadic442

distribution of numerical oscillations. In the unstable environment, the numerical oscillations443
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F��. 9. The joint probability distribution of tracer mixing ratio and vertical velocities at heights of 4-5 km (a,
b) and 8-9 km (c, d). (a) and (c) show the simulation of 200-m EVEN6(0)+TKE (b) and (d) show the simulation
of 200-m EVEN6(0.02)+TKE. Horizontally, only data between the leading edge of the cold pool and 100 km
behind the leading edge are used. The marginal plots on the upper and right show the probability distribution of
vertical velocities and tracer mixing ratios respectively.
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amplify and then develop into artificial numerical convections. The sporadic artificial convections444

increase the entrainment and mixing at low levels, leading to disorganized and weak convective445

updrafts. Subsequently, the front-to-rear flow is too weak to develop stratiform clouds at higher446

heights. The weaker front-to-rear flow then creates stratiform clouds at lower levels, producing447

excessive precipitation at the trailing region. The vertical velocity spectra also provide further evi-448

dence that the increased small-scale spurious convections disrupt the large-scale coherent updrafts449

(e.g., front-to-rear flow). Compared to simulations with numerical dissipation, the no-dissipation450

simulation has shown less resolved energy at larger scales (including the energy-containing scale)451

but more energy at small scales close to Nyquist limits (Fig. 6c). In addition, the _? of the no-452

dissipation simulation is at around 2 km, which is smaller than that in simulations with dissipation.453

This decrease of _? is consistent with the more spurious small-scale convections seen in Fig. 7a.454

c. 1-km resolution simulations455

The 200-m and 4-km simulations represent two extremes. The numerical dissipation acts more456

on physically realistic convective cells in the 4-km simulation, while it acts more on numerical457

spurious oscillations in 200-m simulations. At the 1-km simulations, although convective cells are458

partly dampened, the role of numerical dissipation in dampening unphysical numerical oscillations459

is indispensable.460

The 1-km simulation has shown similar results to the 200-m simulation. The no-dissipation sim-461

ulation shows underestimated convective updrafts in the convective region while underdeveloped462

high-level trailing stratiform cloud (Figs. 10a, f). In contrast, the cases with non-zero artificial463

dissipation have shown stronger convective updrafts, precipitation in the convective region and464

well-developed high-level clouds in the stratiform region (Figs. 10g, h, i, j). The 1-km simulations465

are also investigated using the tracer method. Similar to 200-m simulations, the excessive entrain-466

ment and mixing from spurious numerical oscillations are probably the cause of weaker convective467

updrafts.468

Different from the 200-m simulations, the dominant convective cells in 1-km simulations are469

partly dampened. The partly dampened signal can be seen from the energy spectra (Fig. 6b).470

The _? in the 1-km simulations varies considerably with the degree of numerical dissipation. The471

increased numerical dissipation increases the cell sizes, subsequently increasing the _?. In the472
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200-m simulations, the damping acts primarily on numerical oscillations. Increasing the degree473

of numerical dissipation only increases the spectral slope below 6�G (Fig. 6c). Although physical474

convective cells are dampened at both the 1-km and 4-km simulations, we stress that they are475

two different patterns. The energy spectra of the 1-km simulations resemble that of the 200-m476

simulations more (Figs. 5b, c). Compared with simulations with numerical dissipation, the no-477

dissipation simulations show weaker energy at large scales but stronger energy at small scales,478

indicating the increased small scale spurious convections weaken the large scale convective flow479

(Fig. 6b). However, in the 4-km simulations, the no-dissipation case shows overall larger energy480

across all scales than the simulations with numerical dissipation (Fig. 6a).481

6. The Dynamic Reconstruction Method482

The numerical dissipation, which arises from truncation errors in grid discretization, can greatly483

impact the squall line structure and precipitation distribution. Compared to traditional LES clo-484

sures, the DRM allows turbulence backscatter and reduces the numerical errors from grid dis-485

cretization (Gullbrand and Chow 2003). Therefore, how the physical mixing from DRM interacts486

with numerical dissipation from the advection scheme is worthy of further exploration. This sec-487

tion evaluates the performance of DRM in two gray zone resolutions with WENO5 and ODD5488

advection schemes.489

a. 4-km resolution simulations490

1) C���������� ���� �����-����� WENO ������491

The combination of the WENO5 advection scheme with traditional TKE (WENO5+TKE) has492

shown significant underestimations of convective precipitation and overestimations of stratiform493

precipitation in the 4-km simulations because the numerical dissipation from the WENO5 scheme494

dampens physical convective cells significantly. The use of DRM2 or DRM0, in replacement of495

TKE, can significantly reduce the numerical dissipation effects on convective cells and enhance496

dominant convective updrafts (Supplementary Figs. S3,4). The DRM2, in particular, improves497

the precipitation distribution in terms of increasing the underestimated convective precipitation,498

reducing the excessive stratiform precipitation, and simulating the peak precipitation location499

relative to the cold pool edge (Fig. 11a). The DRM0 shows unsatisfying results in which the500
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F��. 10. Same as Fig. 5 except using 1-km resolution.

convective precipitation is severely underestimated (Fig. 11a). However, there are still signs of501

improvement in the location of peak precipitation. The DRM0 shifts the convective precipitation502

peak to a location that is closer to the gust front, which is in better agreement with the benchmark503

simulation (Fig. 11a).504
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The better performance of DRM can be seen from the vertical velocity spectra (Fig. 12a). The505

DRMs (DRM0 and DRM2) show more resolved energy than the TKE scheme. This is probably506

because the backscatter of SFS in DRM allows more resolved energy, less imposed numerical507

dissipation on convective cells and stronger convective updrafts. In the along-squall-line direction,508

DRM2 resolves more energy at large scales than DRM0 (Fig. 12a). The resolved energy of509

DRM2 is slightly overestimated but in closer agreement with the benchmark simulation spectrum510

at large scales. At smaller scales, the DRM2 shows a decreasing energy trend with smaller511

wavelengths, suggesting that small-scale energy is dissipated. DRM0, in contrast, shows an512

increasing energy trend with smaller wavelengths. The small-scale motions are not well dissipated513

in DRM0. The better performance of DRM2 compared to DRM0 is probably because the higher514

order reconstruction of RSFS allows more energy to be backscattered from SFS to resolved scales.515

This backscatter reduces the effects of excessive numerical dissipation from the WENO5 scheme.516

The precipitation distribution of the DRM2+WENO5 combination is very similar to that of the524

EVEN6(0)+TKE (Fig. 11a). These two combinations represent two different pathways to reduce525

of effects of excessive numerical dissipation in the WENO5+TKE combination, with one changing526

the turbulence scheme (by replacing the TKE with DRMs), and another changing the advections527

schemes (by replacing the WENO5 with EVEN6). The vertical velocity spectra of the two528

combinations also show a great consistency for scales larger than 24 km (_3) (Fig. 6a). However, at529

scales smaller than _3 , the WENO5+DRM2 shows energy decay, while the energy of no-dissipation530

case EVEN6(0)+TKE continues to increase (Fig. 12a). This energy accumulation at the small531

wavelengths may cause instabilities. Therefore, the advantage of using the turbulence scheme532

(WENO5+DRM2) over the no-dissipation advection scheme EVEN6(0)+TKE is that the former533

combination is more stable. Studies have shown that in real case simulations where the atmospheric534

conditions are more random temporally and spatially, centered order advection schemes without535

artificial numerical dissipation often lead to spurious grid scale erroneous convections (e.g., Kusaka536

et al. 2005).537

2) C���������� ���� �����-����� ������538

The DRMs are also combined with the ODD5 advection scheme. The OOD5 scheme has shown539

less numerical dissipation than the WENO5 scheme, and the convective precipitation is much540
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F��. 11. The along squall line averaged steady-state rain rate distribution. Same to Fig. 3, but shows
results: a) 4-km resolution simulations using the WENO5 as the advection scheme, and the DRM0, DRM2 as
the turbulence model, b) 1-km resolution simulation using the WENO5 as the advection scheme, and DRM0,
DRM2 as the turbulence model, c) 4-km resolution simulations using the WENO5 as the advection scheme, and
the DRM0, DRM2 as the turbulence model, d) 1-km resolution simulations using the ODD5 as the advection
scheme, and the DRM0, DRM2 as the turbulence model. For easy comparison in single plots, the simulations
previously shown in Fig. 3 are also included
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stronger in the 4-km simulations (Fig. 11c). Both DRM2 and DRM0 have shown improvement541

in increasing convective precipitation (Fig. 11c). However, the DRM0 shows slightly stronger542

convective precipitation and resolved energy than the DRM2 (Figs. 11c, 12c). This suggests that for543

the ODD5, where the numerical dissipation is relatively less, the DRM0 may be more appropriate.544

The DRM0 has a lower-order reconstruction of RSFS and allows less energy backscatter. Therefore,545
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the equivalent effect in reducing the numerical dissipation from the advection scheme is less. In546

summary, the DRM0 is more appropriate for the ODD5 scheme, while the high-order DRM2 is547

more appropriately used for a more dissipative WENO5 scheme. These results imply that the548

optimal combination of the advection scheme and the order of DRM warrants further investigation.549

F��. 12. One-dimensional vertical velocity (along squall line direction, at 5 km above the surface)
spectra of simulations with horizontal grid resolutions of 1 km and 4 km. a) The spectra of 4-km simulations
of WENO5+TKE, EVEN6(0)+TKE, WENO5+DRM0, and WENO5+DRM2. b) same as a) expect shows 1
km simulations. c) The spectra of 4-km simulations of ODD5+TKE, EVEN6(0)+TKE, ODD5+DRM0, and
ODD5+DRM2. d) same as c) expect shows 1 km simulations. The spectrum of the 200 m benchmark simulation
is plotted for reference. The black dashed line indicates a :� 5

3 spectrum.
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b. 1-km resolution simulations556

Based on previous discussions in section 5, the numerical dissipation from the advection schemes557

is indispensable in the 1-km simulations. Otherwise, spurious numerical oscillations are generated558

and weaken the convective updrafts by increasing the entrainments. On the contrary to 4-km simu-559

lations, both DRM0 and DRM2 show worse performance in simulating the squall line precipitation560

distribution than the traditional TKE model regardless of its combination with WENO5 or ODD5561

advection scheme (Figs. 11b, d). The convective precipitation in DRMs is underestimated, while562

the stratiform precipitation is overestimated (Figs. 11b, d). In addition, the high-order DRM2563

shows weaker convective precipitation than DRM0 and resembles the precipitation distribution564

with the EVEN6(0)+TKE combination. These deteriorated performances stem from the increased565

occurrence of spurious convections in DRM simulations.566

The increased small-scale convections with DRM0 and DRM2 schemes are further illustrated567

by the instantaneous vertical velocity field (Figs. 13b, c). Compared to the WENO5+TKE,568

the combinations of WENO5 with DRMs show increased spurious oscillations ahead of squall569

lines (Figs. 13). These spurious oscillations are not seen for 4-km resolution WENO5+DRM2570

or WENO5+DRM0 simulations (Supplementary Fig. S4). The WENO5+DRM2 has a higher571

degree of spurious oscillations than the WENO5+DRM0 (Figs. 13). The more spuri-572

ous fields weaken the convective updrafts more. The vertical velocity spectra (Figs. 12b,573

d) also convey the message that the backscattering DRMs weaken the dominant convec-574

tive updrafts. The spectra peak which indicates the intensities of energy-containing turbu-575

lences is smaller in WENO5+DRM2(ODD5+DRM2) than that in WENO5+TKE(ODD5+TKE).576

The WENO5+DRM2 (ODD5+DRM2) has shown an even weaker spectra peak than the577

WENO5+DRM0 (ODD5+DRM0). It is also interesting to note that the convective cells of578

DRM2+WENO5 or DRM0+WENO5 simulations are not in a grid scale (Figs. 13c, d). Al-579

though the oscillations from the DRM2+WENO5 and DRM0+WENO5 simulations are similar580

to the pattern seen in EVEN6(0)+TKE (Figs. 13b, c, d), they are indeed different because the581

oscillations are mostly from the numerical errors in the EVEN6(0)+TKE, while the oscillations582

are mostly from the physical backscatter of small-scale energy in the DRM simulations.583
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F��. 13. The vertical velocity of a horizontal plane at a height of 5 km in the 4th hour for 1-km resolution simu-
lations a)1-km WENO5+TKE, b) 1-km EVEN6(0)+TKE, c) 1-km WENO5+DRM0, d) 1-km WENO5+DRM2

7. Conclusions584

In this study, we evaluated three numerical advection schemes and investigated the impact of585

numerical dissipation on squall line simulations with various grid resolutions (200 m, 1 km, and 4586

km). For squall line simulations, the 200 m grid size falls into the LES resolution range, while 1587

km and 4 km grid sizes are at gray zone resolutions.588
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The role of numerical dissipation are different at different grid resolutions. At the LES resolution,589

numerical dissipation is necessary, because without it, spurious numerical oscillations may develop590

into numerous small-scale convective cells. These cells increase the mixing and entrainment,591

further preventing the formation of strong and coherent updrafts. These weaker updrafts lead to592

much weaker convective precipitation and front-to-rear flow, which forms trailing clouds at lower593

levels, producing excessive stratiform precipitation. The needed dissipation can be provided by the594

implicit dissipation of odd-order schemes or by adding artificial numerical dissipation to the even-595

order schemes. The simulation results are not sensitive to the strength of numerical dissipation at596

the LES resolution, because the numerical dissipation acts primarily on turbulent eddies that are597

far smaller than the dominant physical convective cells.598

In the gray zone resolution of 4 km, the numerical dissipation dampens physical convective cells599

significantly, and convective updrafts are generally weak. The weaker front-to-rear flows, similarly,600

produce excessive stratiform precipitation but less convective precipitation. Therefore, advection601

schemes with minimum numerical dissipation are recommended. In the gray zone resolution of602

1 km, although convective cells are also dampened, the numerical dissipation in the advection603

scheme is still important. Without sufficient numerical dissipation, sporadic convections generated604

from spurious numerical oscillations increase mixing and weaken the front-to-rear flow.605

The dynamic reconstruction model (DRM) is an advanced turbulence closure model that can606

model both forward- and backscatter of SGS turbulence (Chow et al. 2005), potentially reducing the607

numerical dissipation effects in advection schemes. In combination with two advection schemes608

that have implicit numerical dissipation, the DRM is evaluated at two gray zone resolutions609

(1 and 4 km). In the gray zone resolution of 4 km, the application of DRM can effectively610

improve the squall structures and the corresponding precipitation distributions by reducing the611

overpredicted stratiform precipitation and increasing the underpredicted convective precipitation.612

The numerical dissipation at the 4-km resolution is excessive and undesired for its effect on613

dampening physical convective updrafts. The ability to model backscatter turbulence in DRM614

allows numerical dissipation effects to be reduced, enhances convective updrafts and therefore615

improves the squall line simulations. In addition, the combination between advections scheme616

and DRMs is also important. High-order (low-order) DRM should be combined with advection617

schemes that have stronger (weaker) numerical dissipation. Two versions of DRM, DRM0 and618
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DRM2, are evaluated. DRM2 has stronger turbulence backscatter effects than DRM0. When619

combined with a more dissipative advetion scheme (WENO5), DRM2 excels greatly than DRM0.620

When combined with a less dissipative advection scheme (OOD5), the DRM0 excels than DRM2.621

In the gray zone resolution of 1 km, the application of DRM cannot effectively improve squall622

line precipitation distribution and lead to spurious oscillations. The numerical dissipation effect at623

the 1-km resolution is desired for the suppression of numerical oscillations. The backscatter from624

DRM has the effect of reducing numerical dissipation effects and leads to excessive generation of625

small-scale convective motions. The 1-km simulations are sensitive to the reduction of numerical626

dissipation effects probably because the grid scale numerical oscillations are close to the sizes of627

individual convective cores, which are around 1 km (LeMone and Zipser 1980; Shi et al. 2019),628

and thereby can easily develop into spurious convection in the unstable environment. Thus, the629

DRMs cannot improve squall line simulations regardless of their combinations with less or more630

disspiative numerical advection scheme. Of note, in the LES resolution of 200 m, the application631

of DRM does not cause spurious convection although numerical dissipation from the advection632

scheme is indispensable. This is because the turbulence backscatter in LES is not as important as633

that in gray zone simulations (Chow et al. 2019).634

This work reveals that numerical dissipation effects vary across different gray zone resolutions635

in a squall line simulation. The numerical dissipation is excessive and undesired at certain gray636

zone resolutions, but essential at other gray zone resolutions. The DRM turbulence model assumes637

subfilter-scale effects include backscatter and reconstructs such effects based on resolved flows. It638

can improve the squall line simulation at gray resolutions where numerical dissipation acts more639

on convective cells than numerical oscillations, but it may lead to spurious oscillations at gray zone640

resolutions when the numerical dissipation effect is indeed indispensable for dampening numerical641

oscillations, which, in DRM, can lead to spurious backscatter.642
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